FLY INTO THE FUTURE
IN A

~Lf!!!i,-S~~:
FEATURES:
• FULL LENGTH FRONTAL ZIPPER-EASIER ENTRY & EXIT (Leave it clipped to the glider)
.2 INTERNAL STORAGE COMPARTMENTS
• ADJUSTABLE SHOULDER CLEAT (in flight)
• 1 EXTERNAL STORAGE COMPARTMENT
• 1 CAMERA POCKET • TOW LOOPS
• AIRCRAFT TYPE SAFETY BUCKLE SYSTEMS
.2 STYLES AVAILABLE
STYLE 1-3/4 LENGTH ALLOY RODS STYLE 2-SPACE AGE CARBON FIBRE KEVLAR MOULDED BACK PLATE WITH SLIDING
C.G. TRACK FOR HASSLE-FREE LANDINGS

Manufactured to parachute harness standards. Best of all it's tailormade to fit you ...

• FUTURE WINGS. 46 GEORGE AVENUE. BULLI 2516 •
• PH. (042) 674570.

o

BAll VAR'''MEfERS '''C.

PARACHUTES

MODEL 651

• Digital Altimeter (1 ft. option)
• Vario (dual sensitivity option - 600/1500 fpm)
• Audio-up or up and down with volume adjust.
• Backup battery supply
• Temperature compensated
• Clamp: Left or Right mounting & fairing adaptor
• 12 months warranty!local service available
• Manufactured in U.S.A.

PRICE

$760.00

•

Long solid core type bridle (not tubular)

•

Nylon (not Kevlar) suspension lines to reduce
shock-load

•

V tabs to distribute load

•

Drop tested to F.A.A. standards

•

Safety lock storage system

•

U.V. resistant deployment bag with separate
sequence line storage container

•

Manufactured in U.S.A.

PRICE

$425.00

plus all your other Hang Gliding needs - Contact Chris Boyce

AcRIAL 1c:L:HNIL:~
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL-STANWELL PARK

P.O. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH
N.SW.2508
PHONE (042) 942545
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kysailor appears approx. 12 times per
year as a service to members. For nonmembers livin_q in Australia the subscription is
Aus $48 pa. Overseas magazine subscription
is $65 Aus. (sent SAL). Cheques should be
made payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed.
Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributer's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Sky sailor is vested in the
HGFA. Copyright in articles and other contributions is vested in each of the authors in
respect of their contribution.

DEADLINE
10th of the month for contributions which
are NOT print-ready.
15th of the month for market place and
anything print ready or on a Macintosh disk.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals , short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED . of AUST.
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER ST.
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Tel (02) 560 8773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Bernie Baer
(02) 251 2704 BH

t4Nttttt·hiY·iiJi;ti:iUiMWi
All Skysailor contributions from
now on should be sent to
WES HILL
28 FORSTER St
NOR LANE
VIC 3214
TEL. (052) 786978

~itfttf'tl·I;4n[.1m,.ra!u*·
For information about ratings, sites and other
local matters contact the appropriate state association or club.
NSWHGA inc (address as for HGFA)
Sec. Vicki James
(02) 476 4848 H
ACTHGA
PO BOX 496
Manuka
ACT 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

OHGA inc
PO BOX 212
Morningside
Old 4170
Pres. Mike Lewis
(07) 351 2188

VHGA
PO BOX 400
Prahran
Vic 3181
Sec. Leo Arundell
(03) 8579732 H

HGAWA
PO BOX 82
South Perth
WA6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 328 1280

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide
SA 5000
Sec. Mandy Cashman
(08) 793829

TasHGA
PO BOX 403
Rosny Park
Tas 7018
Sec. Peter Watts
(002) 282123

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres Hank Van Raalte
(07) 200 6194
Sec Gary Davie

Albury Wodonga
Club
Tony Dennis
(060) 56 1654
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FOIL RACER by Denis Pagan
reprint from Hang Gliding mag

9

OWENS VALLEY EXPERIENCE
by Birgit Svens

11

MT WIDGEE OPEN
by Vibes

13
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+ AUST XC LEAGUE UPDATE
+ COMP NOTES

14

XC EPIC - A GOAL ACHIEVED
by Peter Wright
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STATE & CLUB NEWS

16

NEW PRODUCTS
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ACCIDENT REPORT
+ Solo Trike Flight around Australia

19

SAFETY ARTICLE
by Peter Davies

21

TIPS by Bruce Mear

22

MARKET PLACE
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CREDITS

South Coast Hang
Gliding Club (NSW)
Meetings: Shellharbour
pub first wed of month.
Contact Harry Docking
(042) 967796 hm or
(042) 564388 wk
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584
Sydney H G Club
2nd Tues of month
Sports House, 7.30pm
Bernie 251 2704 .
N Beaches H G
Club (Sydney)
Chris South
(02) 635 8206
Newcastle H G Club
Pres . Rick Duncan
(049) 439599
Sec. Alex Boldyrew
(049) 631895
Mid North Coast (NSW)
Hang Gliders Assoc.
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 660039

Typing:

Kim Osmand &
Phil Mathewson
Layout:
Maclmages
Cover Photo:
Rich Pfeiffer taking off
at the 1988 US Nationals.
Photo by Doug Barnette
Convention photos: Steve Blenkinsop
MAPS Litho
Printers:

Capricorn
Skyriders Club
Warwick Gill,
Criterion Hotel,
Rockhampton
(079) 221225
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

... And thanks to all contributors. Keep
the articles coming in.

Byron Bay
Hang Gliding Club
Ian Hird
(066) 847328

... A PARTING WORD

Central Coast H G
Club (NSW)
Gary Morphett
(043) 846556
Sunshine Coast
HG Club (Old)
Sec.Sandy Stephens
(071) 461722
Goldfields Club
(WA)
Jeff Phillips
Ph (090) 21 6861
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I believe that over the last year Sue
Harris and myself have set a new
standard of excellence for Skysailor.
This has been due to two factors 1. The use of a Macintosh and a
LaserPrinter to professionally typeset
text, headings, outlines and ads at
little extra cost.
2. The desire to produce a better
magazine that portrays a more
professional image to people outside
hang gliding whilst still being exciting
to our membership.
It is my sincere hope that we maintain
this standard in the future.
Phil Mathewson
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IMPORTANT NOTICES FROM THE CONVENTION
THERE ARE STILL POSITIONS VACANT ON THE HGFA COMMITTEE.
Any persons wishing to nominate for the positions below should contact Bernie
Baer, HGFA, Sports House, (02) 251 2704. OTHER STATES ARE ALSO INVITED
TO CONSIDER TAKING OVER THE ROLE OF HGFA.
Nominations are invited for the following:

Phil Mathewson (President), Paul Mollison
(Vice President), Bernie Baer (Administrator and now Secretary) and Bruce
Barcham (Nat. Coach. Coord.) will remain
in office until replacements are found.

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
TREASURER
SECRETARY
NATIONAL COACHING COORD.
(NCC is a paid position)
Non-committee positions (paid) :
ADMINISTRATOR
PART-TIME ASSISTANT TO ADMIN'R

/...

The positions of Administrator and his/her
part-time assistant carry a total salary of
$32,000 p.a. WE NEED AN ADMINISTRATOR OR PART-TIME SECRETARY AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE as Bernie is leaving
shortly.
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Dear Phil,

<30th September19BB~ ..•...•. . .. .............,

.<

• ...

. ..... .

expIry date for rating chahges,ONL Y pi-

My family and I have just returned from BrisThis meansthatanyonethathasO't donelcitsholdingan · ADVANCED rating will
bane where we visited World Expo 88. The
tbetheoryforth~h~wi*ihg$byth~f. . •.• b~(l~c;ePtedf(lrtheJ~8BAustralianNa
theme of Expo 88 is "Leisure in the Age of
date wiUbe 9i\f~l"1therieWf@ngB~h9Wti()baJsafKIllarney> 'ThIs ·rulewill be
Technology" and hang gliding is featured
•••. their existillg . r~ti@,egf>R4s.AndSs.g§ . . applie~acr()~stheb()~r.d;;
.
prominently.

..• tolntermed iate,HR3sJ9Nqvice;PR2$J() .•

There are static displays of gliders outside the
West German pavilion and inside the Australian
(Moyes GTR), Victorian (Enterprise Wings
Foil), American (Wills Wing) and French pavilions and as I didn't visit all of the pavilions there
may well be other displays of hang gliding.
The Victorian display is accompanied by a
simulated flight across the State projected on to
a large screen. The audience, about 15 at a time,
hold a large base bar that moves up and down.
The British have a simulator which is an enclosed partially mobile module that is hydraulically operated and synchronised with a film
projected on a screen. Although I did not
experience the hang gliding simulation, I did
spend 5 minutes in a simulated rally car drive
with realistic acceleration, braking, G forces
and noise. I should imagine the hang gliding
sequence would be terrific. The technology
produces such realistic effects that there is a
large red button inside the module that can be
used to stop the ride, should anyone become too
involved.
The Canadian display includes a brief film (too
brief) on hang gliding at a beautiful coastal or
lake site and the West Germans also have a film
on flying.
Expo 88 is great and the extensive hang gliding
content makes it even more enjoyable.
John Amick

>Stu cJe rll .Certificate; > · ...... .. ........ ............
•.. This has impo;t~ntra~lfi~~m)~~f6r~W
J()t~cori1peting •.. ihA\-!*lili~rI · Nati()r1als

fr()fu@W()61~~~9th~tD8~i9~'hi~p~~~K
STM DISCOUNT
Ref. Motion B.6

The $2 STM discount is to be given to the
member state. Thus all agents, instructors,
schools etc. should send the full $20 to
HGFA (or their state association in the case
of SA)

Ref. Motion 8.9

.. ..
NEW FINANCIAL YEAR
Ref. Motion B.17
The membership year has been changed to
coincide with the financial year ie. 1stJulyto
30 June. This means that your next membership fees will be for 6 months or 18
months. Those that opt to pay for 18
months (and pay before Dec 31 st 1988) will
be automatically entered in a raffle for a new
vario and new harness.

<B~f·~e~i:grl·~
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All prospective applicants should write to
HGFA, Sports House giving details of experience etc. All previous applicants should
notify HGFA if they still wish to be considered for the position.

l :iI!~~iiwi~\~,li~lli( !;~l~
NORLANE 3214 >VICTORIA
PH··• ·(052)7a697S . >. •.• >·········

........ ..
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Due to the motion above we have decided
to readvertise for the position of NATIONAL • Th.~•.• D.~W. .• §KY~@19r • • ~~H9n. ~.~Jr9.m •. ne)(t
COACHING COORDINATOR (NCC).
••
• {CU·r rent·.yHG.A ·
The new terms are that the NCC will be paid
We~H~~ha~9~h~i~er~bl~~~p~fierif~ ·
a retainer of $2000 (until the next conven··.·. cf()lngS~ys::tHorandlWi$h hlmweJL >·
tion) for the maintenance of records and retlgt~cftil~twes>rnu~t
search of training procedures. In addition, .· Til~
the remaining $8000 of the budget will be
allocated, on application, to the NCC or the
.• lines; ··'''·: .. ..... .
.
State Coaching Coordinatorfor the running
of training activities.
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HGFA CONVENTION
1988
In all the years I've been attending HGFA Conventions I have not seen
such cohesiveness, so much new ground covered and discussed, and
such an intense concern for the best interests of hang gliding's future
as was shown by the State representatives and the HGFA executive at
this year's Convention.
This year we had a 'no frills' convention at the CWA Hall at Stan well
Park. However, Judi de Groot's food was anything but 'no frills' - in
fact her lunches, morning and afternoon teas were multi megaton explolsions of taste .
.. .And if it wasn't Judi's brain food that helped forge the new bonds of
solidarity between HGFA and the States it was Mollo's Facilitated
Management Planning techniques!!
In the space of an afternoon and the following morning we had
redefined the 'Vision' of HGFA - "Safe, Hassle-free Flying" (I suspect
Mike Coburn had something to do with that statement) ; we had reestablished HGFA's mission - a self-regulating body formed to
coordinate hang gliding at a national level; we had established our
Key Result Areas and set short term objectives for this year. They are
as follows (coordinators of these objectives are in brackets) :
Safety: Implement a new National safety system by June 1989 (OLD).
Financial Security: Establish a Nat. management committee to
develop a plan for financial independence (NSW) .
Management: Define the role of HGFA executive within 3 mths.(SA)
Regulation: Achieve 10,000' OCTA as soon as possible (VHGA).
Training: Establish NCC and a new set of standards for instruction
within 12 mths (HGFA) .
Competition: Run an annual National competition (HGFA).
Paragliding: To formally establish a PG sub-comm .and terms of
reference within 3 mths (HGFA)
Image: Guarantee 12 issues of Skysailor with State & HGFA reports in
all issues (states, HGFA and Skysailor Editor).
And lastly: To formalise the above objectives and develop a complete
set of objectives to be incorporated into a 5 year plan (Buffalo , Jan '89)
To the humble pilot out there just trying to get hours up I would say
"Help your local Club and respect your State Association" The decisions we make and the time we spend in meetings and Government
liaison IS FOR YOUR GOOD . Help us in return by supporting us.
Thanks to everybody responsible for making the '88 Convention the
success it was . See you at the comps.

The future of hang gliding is in their hands!!
L to R - Bruce Barcham, Neil Schaffer, Marie Jefferies, Ian Hird, Paul Mollison,
Bernie Baer, Mike Duffy, Toni Noud, Rob de Groot, Phil Mathewson (top).
Rob Woodward , Kev Walker (top). Mike Coburn and Wes Hill.

CONVENTION 1988
Workshops 12th, 13th Aug '88.
Convention 14th Aug. '88 at the
CW A Hall in Stanwell Park
PRESENT:
NSW Ian Hird, Rob de Groot
QLD Marie Jeffery,
Neil Schaeffer
Kevin Walker,
WA
Mike Duffy
TAS Peter Watts,
Nick Roberts
Rob Woodward,
SA
Steve Blenkinsop
VIC
Mike Coburn, Wes Hill
HGFA EXECUTIVE:
Phil Mathewson (President)
Paul Mollison (Vice President)
Bernie Baer (Administrator)
Bruce Barcham (Nat. Coaching
Coordinator)
APOLOGIES:
Denis Cummings, Martyn Yeomans, Forrest Park (overseas),
Alan Harding (ACTHGA)

1.
Minutes
The amended minutes ofthe ·1987
HGFA Convention were submitted and accepted.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Qld
Vote
Carried

PHIL MATHEWSON .

2.

Phil sending the delegates to sleep talking about the five year plan

Reports from Members
of the Executive
President's report - as tabled
Administrator's report - as tabled
Treasurer's report - as tabled
NAP AC report - as tabled
PHG Sub-Committee report - verball
Competitions Advisory Committee report - as tabled
Coaching Coordinator's Report as tabled
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CIVL report - verbal (Bill Moyes)
The above reports were submitted
and accepted.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Vic
Vote
Carried
Note: FA! Co-ordinator's report
not given.

3,
Auditor's Report
The Auditor's Report for the financial year ending 30th June, 1988
was submitted and accepted.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Vic
Vote
Carried
Note: SA would like to see the
Treasurer's report go out with the
Auditor's report and that with the
Treasurer's report there should be
a more detailed account of monies
spent.
4.

Sub-Committees
Reports

4.1
Motion
That the report of the Paragliding
Sub-Committee be received and
adopted with the provision that it
be reviewed at the 1989 Convention.
Moved
HGFA
Tas
Sec
Vote
Carried

4.2
Motion
That the report of the PHG SubCommittee be received and
adopted and that the recommendations contained therein be accepted by the Convention.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Tas
Vote
Carried

SKYSAILOR
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S.
Reports of the States
The reports of the State Co-ordinators for Qld, Vic, W A, Tas,SA,
NSW and ACT were submitted
and accepted.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Tas
Carried
Vote
Election of New
Executive
President: As there were no other
nominations, Phil Mathewson will
remain as President until such time
as there is a person nominated and
accepted for the position.
Treasurer: As there were no
nominations, this position remains
vacant until such time as there is a
person nominated and accepted for
the position.
Administrator: Bernie Baer advised he will be resigning from this
position. He agreed to remain as
Administrator until a replacement
is found and employed.
Secretary: As Bernie Baer was
the only nominee he was accepted.
Instructor Co-ordinator:
As
there were no other nomination
Bruce Barcham to remain as Instructor Co-ordinator and the position in its new format readvertised
in Skysailor.
Vice President: As there were no
other nominations, Paul Mollison
will remain in the position of Vice
President until a replacement is
found.
F AI Co-ordinator: As there were
no other nominations, Denis Cummings remains as FAl Co-ordinator.
6.

7.

Ordinary Business

7.1
Motion
That when HGFA sends cheques
to State Associations, the cheques
should be accompanied by a detailed account of what the monies
are for and should include an updated membership list if the
amount includes a membership
subscription/so
Moved
ACT
Sec
Qld
Vote
Carried
7.3
Motion
That the HGFA should begin sending copies of minutes of their
meetings to each club. All documentation to be sent directly to
recipients and not to the State
Associations for them to copy and
distribute.

6
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Moved
Sec
Vote

Moved
Sec
Vote

Qld
WA
Carried

7.4
Motion
That Wes Hill be appointed Editor
of Skysailor at a fee of $200 per
issue.
Moved
Vic
Sec
SA
Carried
Vote
Note: The quality of Skysailor to
remain at its current level and that
12 issues with HGFA and State
reports in each issue will be produced per year in accordance with
the Editor's guidelines.
8.

HGFA
Vic
Carried, Qld against

8.7
Motion
That the $2 STM discount be given
to each state instead of the instructor or agent.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Qld
Vote
Carried
8.8
Motion
That grants to a total of $5,000 be
allocated to States for extraordinary expenses in addition to State
fees already allocated by the
States.

8.11 Motion
That the recommendations contained in the CAC report as tabled
by Paul Mollison be accepted.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Tas
Vote
Carried,
Victoria abstained
8.12 Motion
That the Fiscal Policy ofHGFAfor
the fmancial year ending 30/6/89 is
to break even.
Moved
HGFA
Vic
Sec
Vote
Carried

Special Business

8.1
Motion
That the development of the new 5
Year Plan for the HGFA, as proposed by Paul Mollison, continue.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Tas
Vote
Carried
8.2
Motion
ThatHGFAhaveanExtraordinary
Meeting at Buffalo in 1989 to discuss a strategic action plan and that
one delegate from each state be appointed to attend that meeting.
Moved
NSW
Sec
SA
Vote
Carried
8.3
Motion
That each State appoint a PHG
representative to co-ordinate their
State's activities with the SubCommittee by the next State meeting.
Moved
HGFA
Vic
Sec
Vote
Carried

Motion
8.4
That HGF A accepts the idea that it
would like to use some form of
Exchange Instructor Programme
through the BHGA.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Qld
Vote
Carried

8.5

Motion
That HGFA look into the logistics
of using VHF radio for hang gliding.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
NSW
Vote
Carried

8.6
Motion
That the processing of Short Term
Memberships be at the discretion
of each State.
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Marie and Neil showing true Queensland enthusiasm and alertness

Moved
Sec
Vote

Qld
Vic
Carried

8.9
Motion
That a test rig be built subject to a
feasibility study and that HGFA be
prepared to fund the rig up to
$5,000 in this fmancial year.
SA
Moved
Sec
NSW
Vote
Carried
8.10 Motion
That the National Coaching Coordinator be paid a retainer of $2,000
for maintaining records and research of training procedures. The
remaining $8,000 from the budget
to be allocated, on application, to
the National Coach or the S tate Coordinator for the running of training activities.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
NSW
Vote
Carried

1988

8.13 Motion
That the HGFA portion of the
membership fee for 1989 be
$55.00 per member.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
WA
Vote
Carried, Vic against
8.14 Motion
That the amended Budget, as
tabled, be accepted.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Qld
Vote
Carried
8.15 Motion
That the Terms of Reference for
the National Team Coach be
amended to include the coaching
of the Australian Womens' Team.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Qld
Vote
Carried
8.16 Motion
That the State Associations hold
their committee meetings durin g
the first week of each month and
that the HGFA Committee meet·

ings take place during the last week
of each month prior to the issue of
each month's Skysailor.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
NSW
Vote
Carried

8.25 Motion
That only pilots holding an Advanced rating be accepted to compete in the Australian Nationals.
NSW
Moved
Sec
Qld
Vote
Carried

8.17 Motion
That unfmancial members of the
HGFA are not to be issued with
Skysailor until such time as they
renew their membership.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Tas
Vote
Carried
8.18 Motion
That the membership year be
changed to coincide with the financial year ie. 1st July to 30th June.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Vic
Vote
Carried
8.19 Motion
That members be given the choice
of renewing for a period of six
months or eighteen months in the
transition period of motion 8.18.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
NSW
Vote
Carried

8.20 Motion
That an incentive scheme be introduced to encourage members to
renew before 31st December, 1988
for a period of eighteen months. ie.
until 30 June 1990.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
Vic
Vote
Carried
Motion
8.21
That, as a major asset to the improvement of management of
NSWHGA matters, and to allow a
more equitable representation of

8.26 Motion
That Neil Schaeffer (Qld) form a
fmal draft of the National Safety
System. This draft to be circulated
to all States and ratified by postal
vote.
Moved
HGFA
Qld
Sec
Vote
Carried
Ian "Have a chat" Hird enumerating the value of having the HGFA
administration based at Byron Bay to the spellbound delegates

members, HGFA accept, in principle, the restructuring of
NSWHGA into two bodies namely
North NSWHGA and South
NSWHGA and recognise them to
have one vote each in HGFA matters and in so doing will amend
their constitution to involve the
resultant additional number of
members.
Moved
HGFA
Sec
WA
Carried, Vic against
Vote

8.22 Motion
That the Treasurer prepare a regular statement of income and expenditure including a bank reconciliation and it be forwarded to the
State Delegate each month.
SA
Moved
Vic
Sec
Vote
Carried, Queensland
and NSW against

8.23 Motion
That the HGFA undertake a survey
of dual instructional techniques in
operation throughout Australia
with a view to improving the overall standard of dual instructional
techniques on the safety and the
performance levels of student pilots. Such a survey should be
conducted in such away as to avoid
any credible charges of bias on the
part of those conducting the survey.
Moved
Vic
Sec
NSW
Vote
Carried
8.24
Motion
That the final changeover date for
the new rating system be 30th
September, 1988.
Moved
Qld
Sec
NSW
Vote
Carried

8.27 Motion
That the date for the next meeting
of the HGFA Convention be the
4th, 5th and 6th August, 1989.

8.28 Motion
That the 1988 NSW State Titles be
limited in value to 250 National
Ladder points because of the inaccess ability of the competition to
out of state pilots.
SA
Moved
Vic
Sec
Vote
Not carried. SA, Vic
and W A for - Tas, NSW and Qld
against. As the vote was split the
Chairman held a casting vote and
voted against the motion.
There being no further business,
the meeting closed at 2.55pm on
Sunday, 15th August, 1988.
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DON'T TAKE CHANCES! !

DO A HAN G CH ECK BE FOR E
EVERY
TAK E OFF

Nick Roberts hard at work formulating Tasmania's
new safety and training scheme
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BUDGET FOR YEARS ENDED 30/6/1987 & 30/6/88
AND AMENDED BUDGET FOR YEAR ENDING 30/6/1989

ITEM

M'ship Fees
Grants
Interest
Advertising
Sundry (incSTMs)

Accountancy
Wages
Airfares/Accom (Int.)
Bank Charges
Exec. Comm.
Convention
Grants to States
Depreciation
Fees to States
Insurance
Printing & Stationery
Gen. Office Exp.
Skysailor
Subscriptions
Tel & Post
Travel (local)

ABA Exp
SafetylCoaching
Compo Expenses
Test Rig

(Loss)/profit

ACTUAL
30/6/87

ACTUAL
30/6/88

77,500
56,000
2,476
3,465
12,345

89,627
49,000
4,518
9,644
12,478

110,550
50,000
6,000
10,800
8,000

160,655

165,267

185,350

202
5,890
549
602
8,617
4,538
2,445
506
11,942
17,300
6,350
133
38,557
1,185
4,009
1,158

1,401
19,070
990
913
1,782
7,467
(3,500)
1,739
15,078
19,350
8,232
1,231
55,437
2,396
3,097
1,418

2,000
32,000
2,500
700
2,000
8,000
5,000
800
16,000
22,000
5,500
1,000
50,000
2,500
4,000
1,000

103,983

136,101

155,000

6,880
7,176
22,621

11,542
6,256
14,909

140,660

168,808

183,000

19,995

(3,541)

2350

160,655

165,267

185,350

BUDGET
30/6/89

(1 )

(2)

(3)

10,000
13,000
5,000

NOTES
(1 )

(2)

(3)
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MEMBERSHIP
Say 1700 @ $65
STMs
Say 300 @ $20

=

$ 110,550

=

$ 6000 + $2000 misc

WAGES
20 ,000 + 10% indexation
Part Time Secretary

SKYSAILOR

=

DON'T TAKE CHANCES!!

$ 22 ,000
$ 10,000

SEP T EMBER

WHIP STALLS AND
AEROBATICS ARE
DANGEROUS
1 988

ENTERPRISE WINGS FOIL RACER
by Dennis Pagen
Reprinted from Hang Gliding magazine
Just when you thought you had narrowed the
choice for your next glider down to one or two
tried-and-true performers, along comes another
contender worthy of your attention. I speak of
Enterprise Wings Foil BRacer.
Enterprise Wings is an upstart young company
from Down Under trying to gain a foothold in
the Australian market in what is ineluctably
Moyes country. I first encountered the Foil at
the World Meet where the designer, Mark
Mitzos, arranged for me to fly two different
models of an earlier vintage. I was impressed
with the handling/performance package of
these gliders and was eager for more input.
Thus, I gladly accepted the offer from the U.S.
distributor, Pat Page, to test fly the glider and
write up a pilot report.

Ian Hird getting Peter Aitken ready for take off at Killarney last year -

photo by Vicki Thompson

FEATURES AND FORMAT
The glider I had to fly for acoupleofmonths was
a top-of-the-line model differing from a fullmacho competition model only by having a
surfcoat trailing edge band rather than a Kev lar
cloth band (these trailing edge bands reduce
stretch). I flew the 160 size (which indicates the
area in square feet) with one quarter inch leading edge shims.

In general, the Foil is a straightforward glider
with several refinements and/or innovations.
The leading edges end in rotating ball tips that
have proven their worth in the industry by
allowing quick removal of the sail for adjustment and free swivelling of the tip for ease of
handling. The leading edge is protected at the
tip by a Mylar overlay that velcros on and off.
The entire tip area and the trailing edge has
special cloth treatment (usually surfcoat, a
Mylar and Dacron combination) to reduce
stretch.
Leading edge cloth of most Foils is also surfcoat
and battens are held in with bungees which are
kind to the fingers. The kingpost and downtubes
are composed of a fairing that is nice to handle
on takeoffs while the basetube is a standard
belly bar with enclosed safety cable.
The Foil's planform has an interesting elliptical
shape with an aspect ratio around 7 - mediumhigh for top-of-the-line gliders. The double
surface covers 80% of the sail and is attached at
the tip area with neoprene to allow elasticity in

twist and thereby enhance handling.
A variable geometry (YO) system with reflex
bridle compensator to tighten the reflex bridles
in loose setting allows a considerable change of
handling/performance characteristics. The 8 to
1 advantage pulley system is necessary due to
the swept backward crossbars. The result is lots
of line to pull for full YO deflection, typical of
most YG systems.
Two other items should be mentioned. First, the
side wires are loose, a handling enhancer in the
air, not on the ground. Second, the outboard
batten doubles as a washout strut (defined tip)
and is enclosed in the sail, thereby reducing
drag. Because this batten cum strut is allowed to
swivel up but stopped at a minimum down
position, it is less likely to be broken onhalleluja
landings. Also, this final batten is easier to
install than most tip battens or washout struts by
virtue of a simple slide-in sleeve on the leading
edge and a bevel alignment.

GETTING SET
The Foil's setup is fairly conventional: erect the
control bar, put the glider upright, spread the
wings, raise the kingpost, stuff the battens, attach the crossbar holdback, preflight and stand
back to admire your work of art. There are a few
tricks however. You have to attach both sides of
the belly bar with bolts and wingnuts since a
special tube is used to hold the control bar
together during packing. You could, I suppose,
SEPTEMBER

keep one end of the basetube attached while
packing if you so desired. The glider can be set
up on the ground a la the Europeans or on the
control bar, American style (why the cultural
preference remains a mystery) by virtue of the
quick nose-wire attachment.
There are a total of 32 battens to insert (Plus a
nose batten that doesn't have to be removed)
including three half battens and five - count 'em
- undersurface battens per side. this total number is fairly typical of gliders in this class. The
tip batten is, as mentioned, uncharacteristically
easy to put in.
The crossbar is very easy to pull back and attach
because it is pulled back on a two-to-one pulley
system only part way. The YO system is used to
pull it the rest of the way. The cardinal point of
the whole setup is to remember to hook of the
compensator system to the crossbar. This system is the limiter of the crossbar's forward
travel, and musn't be forgotten, a point that is
emphasized by a tag, hanging down from the
vital organ, labeled tersely: THE TANG.
It should be noted that the Foil is quite quick to
set up compared to gliders of equal calibre. It
takes me less time to set it up than it did to write
this set-up section.

TAKEOFF AND LANDING
Again, the characteristics of the Foil arc fairl y
straightforward and conventional. Pilots ncw to
loose side cables are cautioned to take extra can:
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to make sure the wings are level and that lift is
equal on both sides of the wing. The glider is
nicely statically balanced, so a fair run and
you're off. Personally, I prefer to take off with
the va on about half way since this tightens the
side wires a little and performance is enhanced.
I don't want to be scrambling to tighten the va
right after takeoff in marginal conditions at the
same time I'm zipping up my harness.

The va loosens to such an extent that handling
is greatly enhanced for landing setup. This is
nice on those days when all those "air pockets"
sit over all those tight landing areas. One matter
that a pilot using such a va system should be
aware of is that a glider so equipped loses energy
very quickly in the full loose position, requiring
a more vigorous flare than with the va tighter.
Of course, with the va full loose such a glider
is much more forgiving in gusty conditions

airframe (the lower rear cables come together
about 10" below the keel, for example) and
loose battens. The trailing edge is simply not
drum tight. so how do we account for the
performance? Perhaps the nose angle/planform
combination is ideal, or it could be the relatively
short outboard leading edge section, the abundant lower surface battens and the tight leading
edge tension. Other gliders, such as the HPII,
have a particularly short outboard leading edge,
very tight leading edge, not so taut trailing edge
and display great performance with reasonable
handling. Note that I had quarter inch shims in
the leading edges that could be varied to trade
off handling and performance.

In any case, I advise the reader to fly any glider
he or she intends to buy to see how the glider
performs and handles in his or her hands in his
or her typical flying conditions ..

PERFORMANCE AND HANDLING

AMENITIES AND AVAlLABILITY

We group performance and handling together
because they are often interdependent. It seems
we can pursue one at the expense of the other to
a certain extent. Each design has to compromise
to achieve the desired balance.

The Foil comes with lots of little baggies and
pads to protect the sail from hard wear and
hardware. The cover is tapered, waterproof,
compact and easy to zip. You can get a Foil with

a mighty flashy sail if you are a child of the
exuberant 80's, or something more sedate if you
picture yourself as a bird of prey rather than a
bird of paradise.
The glider breaks down to shipping length by
simply popping off the tip ball and sliding out
the aft leading edge (no pins, a bevel cut holds
the proper alignment). The weight of the 160
Foil is stated as 66 pounds and I fmd this to be
accurate, as near as I can determine using bathroom scales.
Yes, I like this glider and will be sad to send it
back, but I must point out my two gripes. First,
the loose side wires. I know many pilots learn
to live with them, but they are less than ideal.
Second, there is no insulation/grip provided on
the basetube. Yes, I know that no other manufacturer is providing such a feature, but it's my
wont to hit on this every chance I get.

In conclusion, the Foil is a remarkably finished
and well performing glider that appears to be on
a par with the venerable gliders long established
on the hit list, despite its parvenu status.

I flew the Foil in a variety of conditions including ridge lift, thermals, high winds, low winds
and combinations thereof. Five other pilots also
flew the glider and offered their opinions.
(Included was one pilot's flight of 56 miles.)
The general consensus is that the Foil has excellent all-around performance. It has a state-ofthe-art sink rate and state-of-the-art speed.
What this means is that no glider I flew it with
appeared to have an advantage in either of these
regimes, and the Foil performed better than
some gliders in one or the other of the two
performance areas. This is borne out by a
consensus about the Foil's comparative performance at the World Meet. I did a number of
tests running out into the valley next to other
gliders at all speeds up to a full stuff, and found
the Foil to hold its own on every trial. Note, lam
not saying that the Foil outperforms everything
in the air, but I am saying a few gliders are tops
and the Foil is one of them.
Now given this performance, how can we expect super handling? Well, the Foil excels here
also. With the va half to two thirds tight, you
can make quick reversals and tum into winglifting thermals easily. In full-tight mode, in
which I flew the glider most of the time, I still
could throw the glider around in the air at will.
When full tight on the chord a bit of high-siding
is required since dihedral is reduced. In overall
handling I rate the Foil as good as any high
performance glider I have flown, and better than
most if you consider that you can dial in the
handling you want by tweaking the va chord.

• COMPACT - half volume of pod • TESTED TO 2000
LBS WITHOUT FAILURE • CLEAT ON SHOULDER ROPE
TO ADJUST BODY ANGLE - great for racing. ADJUSTABLE CG • ZIPPED BALLAST CONTAINER. GLIDER
BAG STORAGE • ADJUSTABLE LEG LOOPS • TOW
AND AEROTOW LOOPS. PARACHUTE CONTAINER.
CAMERA POCKET. PADDING FOR CHEST AND LEGS
• VERY COMFORTABLE. CUSTOM FIT AND COLOURS
• ... AND MORE

Now in stock 1 x 5'4", 3 x 6'0"

Due to overseas demand, delivery time isXweeks.
The comps start Sept. so get your orders in quickly.

Also available -Steel 5000 kg carabiners
You only need one for comps - $30 each

AIRSPACE
1, Ducross St, Petersham 2049
Ph (02) 560 8773

There is one mystery to be solved: how can a
glider produce such an admirable performance
and handling combination? The handling
comes from the combination of a flexible
10
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THE OWENS VALLEY EXPERIENCE
by Birgit Svens
Tony Annstrong and I met up at Sydney Airport for the flight to the much
talked about Owens Valley. Enterprise Wings had already shipped our
gliders. Their American agent, Patrick Page, met us and had organised for
us to get them test flown the day after our arrival at a coastal site in San
Francisco. As we were happy with the Foil's performance, we headed for
Owens Valley to practise high altitude and mountain flying the following
day.
The 7 hour car trip took us through Yosemite National Park. All these
mountains! What would Owens Valley be like?
Patrick informed us that the weather had been quite bad in Owens Valley
for the last few weeks and so it was. We were met by thunder, lightning
and rain squalls. Spectacular with mountains in the background. We
crossed our fmgers that the weather would tum good as we had only 5 days
to practice before the competition started.
Owens Valley is approximately 100 miles long. The Horse Shoe Launch
is located at the southern end and on the west side of the Valley. The
launch faces east and therefore an early take off site (09.30). Most record
attempts are made from this site.

Jim Lee ready for take off at Horseshoe -

photo Birgit Svens

Gunter launch was used for the competition. It is located close to Bishop
and on the eastern side of the Valley, facing west.

The Competition rules were different to what I have experienced in
Australia. The score system aimed for 30-40% pilots finishing at goal.
The length of the tasks were 70-98 miles back and forth in the Valley. A
task could have the goal at the southern half of the Valley or east in
Nevada.

The weather did not tum out as good as we had hoped for. Though we got
in one sled ride and two XC flights from Horse Shoe Launch. The well
known turbulence was there and the strong lift too. As we took off early
we also woke amazingly early. Without getting enough high altitude
flying Tony put us on an exercise programme. Everybody was well
motivated.

The distance flown was proved by photographic waypoints and tumpoints
but not to FA! rules. Instead a photo of a road in the Valley, usually
running 90 degrees to the course. (White Mountain ranch was photographed daily either as a turnpoint or a waypoint) My distance flown was
calculated to the last waypoint ifI did not make goal. The waypoints were
approximately 15 miles apart.

The weather is usually good at that time of the year, but unusual this year.
Though they got in 6 days competition flying out of seven. I had thought
the weather forecast would be better as USA is a high tech. country and
has a large number of weather stations. The organisers did quite well
setting tasks from the available forecast. Only two days saw unusual
numbers atgoal- frrstday, 29 pilotsoutof30 and fifth day, only one pilot
fmished at goal.

Flying and trying to get up was mostly hard work except fIrSt and last day.
The thermals started to shape up nicely when arriving at 13,000-14,000
feet (mountain peaks). As the thermals went up so high (16,000-18,000)
they could be far apart with smooth heavy sink in between. I was glad a
few times to getarest. The strong thermals saw me flying fasterthan!have
done before but so did others.
A few days later, I also experienced a layer of air which appeared to be an
inversion but no one talked about inversion, so I could be wrong.
In the late afternoons and evenings the air glassed off though thermals
were still there.

On the last day travelling up on the "cattle truck" I though that the flying
conditions had been reasonable as no one had gone upside down, but later
on that day, I learned that Kari Castle had tumbled, deployed the parachute
and landed safely. (What would we do without radios). Patrick Page had,
during our stay, provided us with an excellent service including encouragement such as "get higher", "stay high" (13,000-16,000 feet).
I suggest for people going to Owens Valley, they think of it as a big
Stanwell Park and they'll do good. Tony did that and did very well. He
finished seventh. So far I have not received the final results, nor the films
which the organisers promised before we left, as they had not a final list,
or the films .
To my knowledge, these pilots ended up as (1) Ted Boyse; (2) Jim Lee;
(3) Howard Nelson.
Geoff Loyns launching his Foil Racer at Horseshoe, Owens Valley
photo by Birgit Svens
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MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
R.M .B. Hannam Vale Road, Lorne 2439
Phone (065) 56 9692
HANG GLIDING LESSONS AND EQUIPMENT

AIRTIME
NEED SOMEWHERE TO FLY?
Well, after final negotiations, MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS now has every wind
direction covered "TWO WHEEL DRIVE". . . and the bonus is that all sites are
within a 20 km radius of the ranch. These sites range from 1000 ft to 1800 ft and
all are ridge soarable plus thermal soarable, which makes the MID NORTH COAST
the ultimate training area for all levels of pilot. None of this driving two hours to
another site . . . here we talk in minutes of travelling time.
So ask people who have been here and they'll tell you
MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS is the place to stay.
And we have more to offer.

--

...

• Advanced soaring and thermalling tuition
• Accomodation + meals 7 days a week
• Sites for Novice to Advanced
• Transport to and from sites
• Professional instruction
• Ratings completed
• Glider hire
So please contact LEE or ROBYN SCOTT for bookings and info.

FOR SALE
In stock, second hand GTR Racers in excellent condition
ranging from $2,200 to $2,800.
First to see will buy.

MT WIDGEE
OPEN
A Southerner's

Red Eye View
of Queensland Flying

Towing at Yelarbon Old -

I wasn't happy the last time I visited Joe's
country. That was in 1984 and somehow after
an all night party, I found myself taking off and
landing in trees, not too far from the Gillies
Lookout. With that fresh in my mind, I was
determined for revenge and hopefully beat the
curse of bad luck in Queensland.
This time having teamed up with Russ Duncan
we did a "red eye" (all night drive) to arrive for
a practice day and maybe it was an omen which
was to follow, as the weather was foul but we
made up for the lack of that by Russ winning the
local pub's raffle. What a bonus! With no
flying, we decided to hit the bar and we both
definitely woke next day with massive hangovers.
Day One: The eyes opened but the brain didn't
compute! Pain! After taking half an hour to
focus on something, we discovered it was raining.
Lesson one learnt today - Don't underestimate
how the weather can change. We had no intention of going out to the show ground but decided
to go for a drive anyway. On arrival, we found
a deserted campsite and that was real funny
seeing we had only a 2WD to negotiate the
track. A couple of hours later we rocked up to
the take off only to find that I was first one off,
great! Arrghh!
The day itself didn't look too promising so Jack
set a short task of 50km to a goal. Five pilots
made goal with the rest of us late takers getting
splattered by this humungous rain squall. I
personally had a great start after flying in the
rain for one and a half hours and only getting
6km. (Queensland Hoodoo again).
Day One Results: Jack Nash, Mark Berry (no
relation to the StanwellBerrys), Trevor Purcell,
Joe Scott and Verne Middleton.
Day Two: Sure looked better than day one
however, we still sported hangovers (and
smiles). Remember the Big Pineapple guys.

photo Greg Newnam

Jack set a slightly shorter task but with a degree
of difficulty as two Z cross wind legs needed to
be negotiated. Neil Mersham blitzed. So much
for our plans eh! Russ.

wow! great heads man" Scott.

Results: (1) Neil Mersham (2) T. Armstrong (3)
Geoff Tulloch (4) Russ Duncan (5) Gerry Gerus
(6) Ted McCord (7) Bruce Reeve (8) Verne
Middleton: all these made goal: Pat Purcell
0.5kmshort.

By now, mysterious phone calls at the pub
arrived, awaiting our return.

Day Three: We didn't even wake up with a
hangover today, amazing! Although we still
didn't get to that elusive pilot briefing.
This day looked a cracker and Jack set a triangle
type task of 83 km which brought a lot of
dissatisfaction from the Queensland guys who
resented having to fly such a distance!

Still it was a very deceiving day, as in between
good lift was this crappy light stuff. This suited
Neil who blitzed home on a sea breeze front.
Results: Goal, Neil Mersham; short 1Okm,
Vibes; short 16km Geoff Tulloch; short 18km
Woos ..
Jack, Mark Berry and Speedy all landed near the
last TIP for respectable flights.
Day Four: The weather map looked dismal with
cloud allover Australia.

After this day, the rain set in and flying became
impossible, still we had our fun by going indoors for our sporting activity.

I'd recommend coming up to Widgee' s Competition next year, as it is the only place I've seen
where the girls outnumber the guys. Now tell
me is there any other hang gliding competition
that does that?
Summary: It was a shame to come 1200 km and
get no National Ladder points but it was fun to
get away and do some real X-C flying.
Teams Event: Most pilots at the start of the
Competition signed up and put their money on
the line. (Sniff!)
Realistically, the teams should have been drawn
out of a hat, but seeing that Neil had picked the
Byron tearn, us southerners decided to do the
same. It came down to four teams.
1)
2)
3)
4)

Locals
Briso's
Vego's (Byron Bay hippies)
Party Animals (Southerners)

Of course, the Party Animals blitzed!

High Cirrus nearly destroyed our day and and as
Jack was keen to get at least 5 rounds i.e. for
National Ladder points, no one could blame
him.

Russ Duncan
Dave Lamont
Joe Scott
Tony Armstrong

He set a 57 km short out and return which had
some really slow grovelly stuff. This suited the
man himself, Mersham, who must revel in those
conditions.

Next came the Vego's team from Byron who
'chanted' their way into 2nd place. Maybe next
time we could throw in a couple of drinking
games, eh guys?

Given the conditions it was excellent flying all
round and I'm sure if itwasn'ta competition day
then hardly any distance would have been
achieved.

Prizes went to the Top 6: (1) Neil Mersham
($250 plus pod harness); (2) Jack Nash; (3)
Geoff Tulloch; (4) Russ Duncan; (5) Mark
Berry; (6) Tony Armstrong.

Day four results: (1) Neil (again) Mersham; (2)
Russell 'Woos' Duncan; (3) Jack "the sherriff'
Nash; (4) Ken "Benny" Hill; (5) Joe "pleasant,

P.S. I didn't see any boxes of avocados.
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Regards, VIBES (Tony Armstrong)
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COMPETITION
CALENDAR
ANSETT 1 CHALET CHALLENGE. Eungella, Old,
25 Sept - 2 Oct. Trophies and prize money for both A
& B grade on Nat Ladder as well as ald. Entry fee
$60. NOTE: There will be turn point photos required (35mmonly) and pilots will have to pay for
their own film. Contact Dave Lamont (079) 461157 H
COOPLA CUP 1 st, 2nd and 3rd of Oct, the Labour Day
long weekend. All welcome providing your an intermediate piloand over, with some inland experience. Contact
Lee Scott (065) 569692. See Club News for more details
88 NATIONALS. Killarney, SOld. 5-14 Oct 88. 80
men plus up to 10 ladies Meet Director: Ian Hird (066)
847328. Entry Fee $100. NOTE: open to ADVANCED (new rating) pilots only (see box opposite)
Further details - see article Aug Skysailor.
1988 VICTORIAN CLOSED HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS is to be run on the 29th, 30th and 31st Oct
and 1st Nov, 1988 in the Mount Buffalo area. Then they
continue in the Buangor area on the 12th, 13th, 26th and
27th Nov, 1988. Only Victorian pilots may enter this
Competition. For details phone Wes (052) 786978.

AUSTRALIAN X/C LEAGUE 1988/89
A few pilots have entered the XJC League during winter. These are the standings to
early August. South Queensland appears to have been the only active spot in Australia during June and July. Mid NSW is still recovering from the deluge in April.
Fit 1
Fit 2
Fit 3
Fit 4
Total
Wayne Lee
43.4 Dc
20.6 Gc
21 .5 Dc
19.6 Dc
140
104
69
63
376
Geoff Tulloch
67.0 Gc
338
338
Chris McDonald
11 .2 Dc
9.1 Dc
36
29
65
Rohan Holtkamp
Andrew Humphries
Col Millard
Scott Tucker
Greg Wilson
It is the best of five flights with a maximum of three in anyone category. The first line
is the distance flown in Km and the second line is the points awarded for the flight.
Categories are
D
Open Distance
- 3.22 points per Km
G
Nominated Goal
- 5.05 points per Km
R
Out & Return
- 8.81 points per Km
T
Triangle
- 8.72 points per Km
c
Completed Task
u
Uncompleted Task
Flight details should be forwarded within one month of the flight. Send $5 for flight
forms and rules to
Chris McDonald
22 Crown Street
BELMONT NSW 2280

WANTED
FLATLANDS 89

NSW TITLES 88 Killarney Sat 19 - Sun 27 November. 80 pilots max. Meet Director Ian Hird (066)
847328. Entry Fee $100. See article Aug Skysailor.

$30 discount will be given
to those pilots who send
in a $30 deposit before
1st November 1988.

LADIES and GENTS FLY-IN. 27 Dec - 3 Jan at
Laurieton, Mid North Coast for Nov to Adv. Contact
Lee Scott for accom and other details (065) 569 692
RAINBOW BEACH Christmas Competition. Many
prizes. contact the Club's Secretary Sandy Stephens on
(071) 461722 for further details.
89 NEW ZEALAND NATIONALS Paeroa Range,
Rotorua. Competition days Jan 1-13 1989. More info
from Geoff Christophers, Rotorua HGC. Ph Ngakuru
(NZ) 710
THE 1989 VICTORIAN OPEN HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS. These comps. run from the 12.1.89
through to the 20.1.89 and are being hosted by The North
East Victorian Hang Gliding Club. Competition area is
the Buffalo - Kiewa - Bogong region. Excellent prizes and
accommodation. For information, phone Wes or Tony
Dennis on (060) 561 654.
FLATLANDS 88/89 Lee Scott will be running it from
9 - 16 Jan.1989 (these dates are different from
before) with 7 & 8th as practise days Entry fee $150
$30 DISCOUNT FOR PILOTS WHO SEND IN A $30
DEPOSIT BEFORE THE 1ST NOV. Contact Lee Scott
on (065) 569 692
89 NATIONALS. Mt. Buffalo area. 23 Jan - 3th Feb
1989 . 150 pilots max. including internationals. More
details soon.
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NATIONALS at
KILLARNEY
Only Advanced pilots will
be allowed to compete in
the Nationals from now on.
No PR4s or 5s.
If you haven't got your
Advanced rating go get it
soon. If you do it before
the 30th Sept you only
have to do the theory otherwise you'll drop to
Intermediate and have to
do the practical and the
theory
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Officials to help Lee
Scott at the Flatlands
comp 9th - 16th Jan
1989.
For rates of pay and
other details contact
Lee
(065) 569692

EUNGELLA COMP
There will be turn point
photos required at the
Comp this year.
So take along your 35mm
camera.
Pilots will also have to
pay for their own film

Cumberland River and then a small one between Mt.
St. George and Teddy' s. There was a good landing at
Cumberland if needed. In any event! got to Teddy's
with 600ft, 200 above hill height. The wind was a bit
stronger here and even though off, the point was
working.

A GOAL ACHIEVED
Back in the July '79 issue of Skysailor a short article
by Craig Aitken appeared, titled "Mt. Defiance Defied, Defied and Defied". Craig is well known to
many hangies as a past VHGA and HGFA president.
The story told of how he and two others had taken off
from Teddy's lookout at Lome and flown South West
along the coast, on to Mt. Defiance a 700 ft., very
steep coastal hill eventually landing at Wye River
about 20km from take-off. At that timeI had about 10
hours logged and probably hadn't gone over 500ft.
Both the coastal run and the thought of good height
gains excited me, and I resolved to try to emulate
Craig's flight as soon as possible. It's taken a long
time but I've finally managed it although in an
unexpected kind of way.

On Easter Sunday we stopped at Kennett River to
check out Mt. Meuron. Kennett River is a little
further west than Wye River where Craig and Co. had
flown to, about halfway between Lome and Apollo
Bay. While Mt. Meuron features in the VHGA site
book, it's hardly ever flown these days, mainly because it's a bit inaccessible and unless the tide is out
there is no bomb-out landing. Anyway, after walking
through some pretty thick scrub we finally found
take-off. It was quite overgrown but with a bit of
work could be quickly cleared; at least enough to get
off safely. It was 'on' but only light, but since we
wanted to make Cape Otway before dark I postponed
flying it until the next time.
Next time came two Saturdays later when Mark Pike
and I decided to check out Meuron instead of going to
Apollo Bay. I was feeling terrible. I'd picked up the
flu at Easter and spent the last weekend at home trying
to get rid of it. I hadn't, but was determined that it
wouldn't rob me of two weekends flying. My wife
had suggested I take a thermos as hot drinks helped
the flu a bit, it's amazing what a sugar rush will do.
After a cup of hot, sweet black coffee between trips
to take-off, I felt ready for anything.

thought so. To the left, even though the hills to Wye
River were lower and more gently sloping, they
looked quite flyable. I began thinking that it might be
possible to fly to Lome and when I called Mark on the
CB, he'd had the same idea. However, we hung
around Mt. Meuron for another IS minutes so that in
the event of a bomb-out we would have had some air
time.
A rain cloud heading our way hastened our departure,
Mark first with me 1{2 km behind. He got to Wye
pretty low and started soaring Pt. Stun just to the right
of town. It was fairly tight there, so with the little bit
of extra height I had, I flew over to the other side of
the river to what I thought was a better looking hiss .
It wasn't at least notto start with. After about 10 beats
I was below the height that I'd started with and thinking of giving up. Mark had gained, and was about a
hundred feet above me still on the other side. Then
one of those extremely rare (for me) miracle saves
happened. A little extra puff came thru and next thing
the GTR and I were above hill height and heading for
Artillery Rocks and Defiance.
I arrived at Mt. Defiance very low, about 150ft ASL.
There was a yellow van with a glider on the roof
pulled over to the side of the road and the guy was
yelling something at me as I flow low overhead, but
I was to busy praying for height to answer. It turned
out later to be Alan Blake, was was driving from a
pretty uneventful day at Apollo Bay and wanted to
know where we'd come from . It was light but Mt.
Defiance still gave me 1200ft. From there I could
assess the remainder of the run to Lome. Apart from
the narrow valleys between hills, there were only a
couple of gaps to cross. A moderate sized one at

I gained another 200ft and looked across the bay to
the next lift generating hill about 3 -4km away. I
doubted that I'd make it and anyway it was worth
saving for another time. Also the cars below had
begun using their headlights and day light had all but
gone. So I went over the bay, peeled off a string of
360's and landed on the beach in front of the Lome
shopping centre. It was 6.05, the run had taken near
enough to 50 minutes.
Well I'd finally done it. Hown Mt. Defiance and The
Coastal Run, although in the reverse direction from
what I'd always imagined. In retrospect I did have
almost everything on my side, the tide was well out
giving lots of bomb-out landing areas which normally aren't there, I had a tail wind and in particular
a very handy save at Wye River.
I'm going to give Mt. Meuron a lot more attention
from now on, despite its relative inaccessibility. I'll
be checking it out in southerlies as well as south
easterlies to see the range of wind directions it will
take. To other Victorian pilots I'd say check it out
also, it could be worth it. Make sure that there is a
reachable bomb-out landing area before you launch
because I suspect there won't be at high tide. The
only permanent one is at the river mouth and T.O.
height might not be sufficient to make it.
Finally, I think that the run to Lome would be on most
times that Meuron itself is and naturally, the run west
to Apollo Bay is another option the site offers. That
one includes the additional challenge of crossing
Cape Patton to start. Refer to NA TMAP 7620 and it
can be seen that the first is favoured by a slight
southerly wind component, while going to Apollo
Bay needs a bit of east. The right conditions should
let you do both.

Mark was on launch when a big black cloud rolled in
and swung the wind off to the left so that it came over
some high bushes which we'd opted not to clear, and
created bad turbulence. We moved all about trying to
get out of it but still couldn't level the wings . Frustration was setting in. I don't know about anyone else
but I seem to go through three phases at a new site or
when trying anything new. I'm super keen on the way
there, then there's a sort of hesitation phase and
finally there's "go for it". Well by now I'd had
enough. I'd travelled for hours, fought the flu,
tramped thru scrub three times, set up and preflighted my glider at least twice, and now the bloody
wind had swung. So I said to Mark "give me a shot".
I got into the pod, stood on launch, the wind straightened momentarily and I was off into clean, smooth
rising air. Mark was about 20 seconds behind me.
The hill is steeply sloped and tree covered rising to
approximately 600ft to the right of take-off. The beat
would be roughly a kilometre. We were soon above
hill height and able to check it out from the air. From
1000ft you could see down to Apollo Bay to the west
and almost to Lome in the other direction. Cape
Patton, supposedly the most difficult part of the run
from Lome to Apollo Bay is about 2km to the right.
I could see why those few who had done that run

Steve Blenkinsop at Myponga Cliffs SA -
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VICTORIA NEWS

Let's hope the new Committee achieves its
aims.

Gidday Victorians,
The VHGA Annual General Meeting was held
on the 1.8.88 and yes they voted me in again to
the roll of Vic Publicity Officer, which means
you will have to suffer with me some more.
I would like to give sincere thanks to the old
Committee on behalf of, I would hope, all Victorian pilots. Peter Wright, Mark Pike, Leo
Arundell, Rob Van der Klooster, Peter Davies,
Wes Hill and John Bremmer contributed a great
deal of hours and effort to achieve results for us.
Well done!
There were some frrey moments at the Vic.
AGM when a united party of people headed by
Mike Coburn, aspired to gain all Committee
positions. The majority of the party's members
achieved positions on the Committee. The
party's platform is to concentrate on work that
will increase Victoria's level of safety and
Victorian pilots' chances of flight. The new
Committee consists of:
President:

Mike Coburn
14 Alexander Street
COLLINGWOOD 3066
Ph: 417 2130

Secretary:

Warrick Duncan
Address and Phone as above

Treasurer:

Paula Eustace
22 Barwon Street
BOX HILL 3128
Ph: 8982262

Safety Director: Peter Davies
(Address to be published when known)
Competition
Director:

Wesley Hill
28 Forster Street
NORLANE, Geelong 3220
Ph: (052) 78 6978

Rob Van der Klooster
Novice/lnt.
Representative: 44 Tanner Street
BREAKWATER,
Geelong 3220
Ph: (052) 223019
Powered Hang John Bremmer
Glider Rep.:
8 Dunrossil Dve
SUNBURY 3429
Ph: 7444578
Publicity
Officer:
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Myles Nott
1/30 Ryeburne Ave
HAWTHORN 3122
Ph: 8822119
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Wes Hill has an excellent range of competitions
lined up for Victorian pilots this summer. "The
Victorian Cross Country League" started on the
1.4.88 and will finish on the 31.3.89. This
Competition can be entered at any time before
its end with the payment of a $5 entry fee. For
details, phone Wes. "The 1988 Victorian
Closed Hang gliding Championships" is to be
run on the 29th, 30th and 31st October and 1st
November, 1988 in the Mount Buffalo area.
Then they continue in the Buangor area on the
12th, 13th, 26th and 27th November, 1988.
Only Victorian pilots may enter this Competition. For details phone Wes.
Then- "The 1989 Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Championships". These comps. run from the
12.1.89 through to the 20.1.89 and are being
hosted by The North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club. Naturally the competition area is the
Buffalo-Kiewa-Bogongregion. The Vic Open
compo will incorporate the "Bogong Cup" and
the latter is kindly being sponsored by the
Bogong Hotel, hence excellent prizes and accommodation. For information, phone Wes or
Tony Dennis on (060) 561654.
The North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club is
growing strong with approximately 30 members. The number of pilots in the area is being
boosted by the efforts of Victoria's new Level
One instructor, Tony Dennis. Tony is teaching
on the weekends using the new short rope towing system developed by Shane Gleeson and
Mike Coburn. This system has recently been
certified by the VHGA as a training system for
use by instructors with the appropriate experience, qualifications and equipment. The pride
of Tony's school is the converted 74 model
Valiant station wagon. The car features throttle
and brakes at the front and rear and a rack for
carrying set up hang gliders. Like Mike Coburn,
Tony is experiencing great success with the
system. For information on the North East
Victorian Hang Gliding Club or Tony Dennis's
Hang Gliding School, contact Tony on (060)
561654.
Isn't it nice to know that being a hangie does
give you some privileges like getting into some
clubs around Albury/Wodonga - thanks Jeremy! Jeremy Vanderlinde is a new member of
the North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club, he
has just bought himself a CT 170 and has been
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progressing on that. Jeremy is planning to take
a trip up North to Byron Bay and experience the
sites on the way. Hayden Miller is the Club
Secretary and has been ripping into higher and
highertowsonhisGyro 180. JamesChristensen
is learning well. Tony expects him to be soaring
soon. The Club must exude a "go for it" attitude
since John Petti fer started in February and is
already flying a Foil 165 with confidence. Even
Russel Griffith has moved up to Wodonga from
Shepparton to be closer to the action.
After all that, don't forget that the Southern
Hang Gliding Club is going strong the first
Tuesday of each month at the White Horse Inn
on the comer of Burwood road and Barton
Streets, Hawthorn. I hope to see YOU there!
Attendences have been great lately i.e. heaps to
learn and to talk about.
I would just like to thank my Ma, Rachaelgirlie- person and my hero Wes. Yay!
A rev-wire.
Myles

North East Victoria Hang Gliding Club
Justaquicknote to update fellow flyers that may
not even know our Club exits. At the commencement of the '87 season, we had approximately 12 members. Now at this present point
in time, it has built up to a fairly strong Club of
35 members, mainly due to the efforts of Tony
Dennis (President). The Club mainly exists of
Novice and learners built up this year which,
may I say, have picked the sport up very quickly
and will make extremely good pilots over the
next season. 70% of these have been taught by
Tony who has also introduced us to towing both
from a vehicle and by wire. Now I should say
because of towing we have advanced quicker
because of so many take offs and landings of up
to around 900 ft over a weekend-long period.
We may not have had long extended flights as
yet, but with these short flights I've had, I am
able to bank my glider hard over into a 360
degrees and rotate into a dive (Ed - are you sure
you want to be doing this??) as do one or two
others who began learning with me in December '87 and who have had only 15 minutes
soaring time. There aren't a lot of places to ridge
soar in this area and at the present time there are
a number of us working to open up new hill take
offs. The country side within this region has to
have some of the best looking valleys in Australia and because we are based in Albury/
Wodonga area, our area of flying does not only

STATE & CLUB NEWS ..................... continued
cover North East Victoria but South East NSW,
where we have been doing most of our towing.
Now in this short time of this now strong Club,
it is with great pride through our members that
we have started proceeding into our own Annual contest called The Bogong Cup, which will
be based in Tawonga at the base of Mt. Emu
which is near Mt. Beauty in the Kiewa Valley
By John Petti fer (Secretary)

NSW

cember '88- 3rd January'89. This Competition
is open for Novices to Advance and it looks like
being big so please phone in early as accommodation is hard to get this time of year. We have
lined up this large property at the base of one of
the mountains which is close to the beach and
sites and has facilities to cater for all so please
contact Lee Scott again on (065) 569692.
So put these down for fun flying to come. Also
another matter brought up at the meeting is
about our sites. Ninety nine percent of these
sites are "PRIVATE" and visiting pilots must
ensure that they have a local pilot present with

One thing I would like to point out is that you do
have to be organised for this Competition and
anyone that has not done any towing before
should seek some lessons before coming out as
lessons will NOT be given at location. More
info on Flatlands in next issues of Skysailor.
Thanks.
Lee Scott

QLD
Nobby Notes
All's well with the Nobby Club these days.
We're still meeting at the Beenleigh Rum Distillery. Tum out has grown a lot over the last five
months to what we started with at the beginning
of the year. Last meeting we held a parachute

South Coast Hang Gliding Club
I am writing to inform you that the South Coast
Hang Gliding Club, has been formed. We have
a membership so far of 14 members, which we
are hoping to expand in the future.
Our Committee was elected at our first meeting.
They are as follows:
President:
Harry Docking, Ph. 967796
Secffreasurer: Debbie Nathaniel, Ph. 917923
Publisher Officer: Barry Potter, Ph. 611716
Vice President: Bruce M'Gliesh, Ph. 378557
Club Safety Director: Mark Ryan, Ph.
717954
Debbie Nathaniel (Sec)

Mid North Coast
Hang Gliding Association
General Meeting
At the MNCHGA meeting on Saturday, 6th
August a new body of people were elected as
follows: President: Joe Scott (no idea); Vice
President: Gary John Hazel; Secretary!freasurer: Mark Richards and last but not least
Competition Organiser: Lee Scott (no idea).
THE MNCHGA would like for people outside
the area to know about following competitions
which will be held in the not-too-far future.
Firstly the famous Coopla Cup will be taking
place again on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd of October,
the Labour Day long weekend. So people heading North for the Nationals can tune up. So all
welcome providing your an intermediate pilot
and over, with some inland experience.
Also, the Club would like to thank Bob Bames
again for his hard work in previous years in
making the Coopla Cup as famous as it is. Lee
Scott will be organising it this year and it's
BYOG this year, please feel free to contact Lee
about any enquiries.
Competition number two, the Ladies and Gents
Fly-In at the famous Laurieton area, 27th De-

The one-legged but multi-talented Tony Dennis having a tug at Holebrook Air Park
Photo John Pettifer

them when flying otherwise you are TRESPASSING. Local Forestry Commission and
landowners are aware of this and if you slip up
it's big trouble, unfortunately. All welcome,
just do the RIGHT THING. So we'll see you
soon. Take Care.
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association

Flatlands '89
Yes, the famous Flatlands is on again, 9th - 16th
January, 1989, so that way you have 6 days to
get to the World Masters at Mount Buffalo
which will start on the 23rd January. Hopefully,
it will be as good as last year with big distances
and height gains achieved. The Competition
will include an Intermediate section also.

repacking seminar which went well, quite a few
members repacked their own chutes.
The 31st July saw the first Nobby Competition
this year at Tamborine. As anyone who was
there will tell you, we had a boomer of a day with
lift over 1000 f.p.m. It turned out to be a good
compo The task was called south to Lahey's
Lookout then north to round the beacon at North
Tamborine and race to goal below launch.
Results were (1st) Mark Berry in a GTR Race;
(2nd) Geoff Tullock in a World Beater; (3rd)
Marie Jeffery in a World Beater; (4th) Scott
Tucker in a GTR Race. Well done boys and
girls. A new club Tee Shirt and Sweat Shirt has
been printed and compliments must go to Bernard (Buffy) on an impressive design. Until
next month, fly safely.
Gary Davie
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WA
HGAWA
Yes, we are alive and well in W A and want to let
you know all about it. Not much has come out
ofW A during recent times, in a literary sense at
least, but now we hope to keep you and our own
far- flung membership informed of what's been
happening. We're a multi-cultural group of
flyers and even admit to having a few eastern
staters among our midst - one of which has been
conned into doing this.
The frrsthalf of this year has seen a big influx of
new, keen members to the Club which has
almost doubled our numbers to the point where
we need a bigger phone box for meetings!
Come on everyone, let's attend and have a say.
The summer season (I've missed a few deadlines) ended as usual with the Stirling Range,
Bluff Knoll Classic. This was admirably organised by our own Mick (Loopit) Duffy over the
three day Easter weekend. All days were flyable
with over 35 pilots competing. First place and
winner of both the Bignall perpetual trophy and
a Moyes pod went to Andrew Hamilton currently of Mt. Magnet. Other placed winners in
all classes each received trophies and prizes
kindly donated by both Moyes and Enterprise

Wings. The overall winner, State Champion,
was chosen as a result of combining points
scored from two cross country competitions and
this was Ray Chatfield, who received no prize at
all! Our thanks also to Ray for his work in
sorting out our complicated scoring system for
without his calculator we just wouldn't have
known who won!
Since Easter, the winter weather has set in and
'thermal' flying is mainly left to the new pilots
who spend each weekend charging up and down
paddocks in the York and Dalwallinu areas desperate for precious airtime. The older members,
meanwhile, wait patiently for cold fronts to
produce those much sort after westerlies.
The last Club meeting, actually at 'Steve Nedlands Park Hotel, mainly covered topics to be
brought up at the forthcoming 1988 Convention. After everyone woke up, we unanimously
elected Graeme (Ground Loop) Percival as our
new Club Treasurer. That certainly surprised
Graeme who had been off getting a round of
drinks! Farewell and best wishes to Dave Betts
and family on their return to Qld. Farewell also
to Peter Howlet (ACT bound) and Mike Sabin
(world sailing bound). Thanks for selling me
your Magic, Mike.
Dunny seat award for this month went to Ray
Chatfield for spearing the target with his keel

from a 15' high flare. Ray claimed he was only
testing his Ball clamp to destruction - and he did.
York Cup Competition - this was cancelled after
a serious accident on the first flight (see Accident report) and will now be held on the 1st and
2nd October.
Site info: York airstrip - this can now only be
used if prior arrangement has been made with
the Cunderdin Gliding Club. Contact Mike
Duffy (09) 444 2569
Mt. Bakewell- this is an Advanced or Intennediate with Advanced approval site only. Access
is via private property so please contact the club
to arrange entry.
Myalup - Yippee jumpers. Please keep off the
sand dunes either side of the training slope. We
don't want to lose this site to the wind.
That's all for this month. Safe flying.
Brad Cook

SYDNEY H G CLUB
We have booked the Auditorium at Sports
House, Gloucester St, Sydney (up from Circular
Quay) for Tuesday Sept 13th from 7 pm. Bryan
Hayhow will be showing slides of the FOIL
Gutesiegal testing procedure. Beer, foreign
mags, ratings 'n all that.

NEW PRODUCTS
The Skytech Flightdeck
by Harry Timtschenko
Most hang glider pilots are aware of the need for
instrumentation on their gliders, especially
when thennalling. However, due to the fluctuating Aussie dollar, many pilots are finding
imported instruments less affordable than in the
past. Recently this situation has improved with
the inclusion of an Australian manufacturer of
Hang Glider instruments, namely Sky tech Instruments based in Melbourne. The Skytech
Flightdeck is reasonably priced at $785 and
after a summer season of testing this instrument
these are my conclusions.
The Flightdeck includes a digital altimeter,
analogue variometer with audio, digital airspeed indicator and air temperature display.
The presentation of the instrument is excellent
with its streamlined, custom moulded, black
plastic case.
The altimeter reads all the way to 20,000 feet in
10 feet increments, although I'm yet to get
anywhere near that high. The altitude adjustment knob on the front panel permits easy
setting before takeoff and is protected from
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being accidentally knocked in flight by a small
flip-up clear plastic cover. The analogue variometer has two in-flight selectable ranges, -800
to +8000 feet per minute and -1600 to +1600
fpm.
On the right hand side of the vario is a two digit
display which indicates either airspeed or temperature depending on a switch position. The
temperature reads in degrees Celsius and the
airspeed in MPH. The airspeed sensor is a
shrouded fan DC motor combination with a
bracket which clips neatly onto around or airfoil
tube.

The Flightdeck has an internal 9 volt nicad
battery which only requires recharging when
the low battery warning indicator appears on the
top left corner of the altitude display. This
occurs after about 30 hours of operation and
both a 240 volt wall charger and 12 volt car
cigarette lighter charger are included with the
instrument. Mounting of the Flightdeck is via a
Ball clamp on the end of the case for upright
mounts or on the bottom for those preferring
their instrument on the speed bar. An adaptor is
available for aerofoil uprights.
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In conclusion, the Sky tech Flightdeck is an
excellent product and compares favourably
with other top of the line instruments costing far
more than its price tagof$785 . With a 12 month
warranty and overnight factory service available in Melbourne the instrument is definitely
worth considering. For further information
contact Sky tech Instruments, 54 Royena Road,

Cross Country Magazine
The only truly international hang gliding
magazine is now available in Australia
through Enterprise Wings. Published by
La Mouette and previously called "Gazette la Mouette" it is now printed in
colour with all the usual features expanded even more.
- international news and views
- informative and instructional info.
- adventure articles
- competition insights and articles
- directory of international competition
Issued four times a year. Contact
Enterprise Wings for subscription information.

ACCIDENT REPORT
Pilot:

Rick Williams

Rating:

Advanced

Date:

16.7.88 at 10.55am

Location:

York Gliding Club air strip, York, W A

Cond.:

At time of incident 306 knot NW

Runway:

SW-NE

Account:
Pilot returned to SW end of airstrip after releasing at
the NE end. At approximately 500 ft he induced a full stall facing into
wind. After glider attitude almost reached vertical it began a short
tail slide, at which point the pilot appeared to pull the air frame in quite
quickly, causing the glider to rotate nose down into a 90 degree dive.
Seeming to have no weight shift control, he dove for approximately
100-200 ft. Moments before the nose tucked under, the glider shuddered and made a loud noise consistent with high speed. (Not necessarily meaning air flow was normal over wing). The right leading edge
broke at the tip end of the sleeve in the first tuck and the left in the
following tumble. Once both tips were broken, the glider stopped
tumbling and entered an increasingly accelerating side slip. At this
time the glider and pilot were about 250-300 ft. The pilot deployed his
parachute not long after, at approximately 50 ft. At approximately 50

SOLO FLIGHT AROUND AUSTRALIA
- ON AN AIRBORNE TRIKE
Neil Hardiman set out on a record-breaking, solo flight around Australia in
a powered hang glider at 11am on Sunday, 7th August 1988 from an airstrip
just past a village called "The Oaks" just past Camden. He The flight will
be a milestone in Australian aviation as it will be the first time an individual
has attempted to circumnavigate the country in such a small aircraft.
Neil's aircraft, more commonly known in aviation circles as a 'trike' is
powered by a small motor and will take him on a 16,000 km journey via
Brisbane, Cairns, Cape York, Nhulunbuy, Darwin, Broome, Exmouth,
Perth, Albany, Adelaide, Melbourne and back to Sydney, following the
coast as far as possible.
During the six month flight, Neil will cover a lot of inhospitable territory, particularly between Cairns and Perth, where he will spend many isolated
days travelling through deserted scrub, desert and coastal areas.
"The trip will certainly be no breeze" Neil said "I expect to face many
challenges along the way, apart from the flying itself. Wild animals ,
transporting fuel and water to remote areas and finding food and shelter will
all make the trip that little bit more difficult".
"But flying around Australia will give me a fantastic opportunity to get in
touch with the essence of the Australian outback" Neil said.
The flight will follow the coast of Australia like Goble and Mcintyre's
pioneering flight of 1924 in a Fairey Eagle Seaplane. The first landplane
to make the circumnavigation was a De Havilland 50, piloted by E. J. Jones.
He only covered Australia's major cities leaving out large parts of Australia,
such as Cape York and Arnhem Land. Sir Charles Kingsford-Smith later
flew the same route as a prelude to his historic Trans-Pacific flight in 1927.
But unlike the other pioneers Neil will fly solo.

The GTR still in the position it ended up in after the crash . The Left LE
and keel (as can be seen) were embedded over a foot deep into the
hard ground . Don't do whip stalls!! Photo Mike Duffy.

ft, the parachute began to open out alongside the glider but had not
time to fill and slow the glider.
Medical Report:
The pilot was in a critical condition but is now
in a stable condition and is recovering.
Possible Contributing Factors: The luff lines had 1 inch D shackle near
the king post, also 1-1.2 m of V.B. cord was out. Also, the 1 inch D
shackle had been used to lower the reflex and gain a better speed range.
Mike Duffy, Safety Co-ordinator, WA

The trip is largely self financed although Neil has received contributions
from the Australian Geographic Exploration Fund and Airborne Windsports, the manufacturers of his aircraft. To support his journey Neil hopes
to pick up some casual work along the way.

Flight Details
Route :
Time span :
Distance:
Estimated flying time :
The Aircraft
Aircraft:
Min speed:
Max speed:
Average cruise speed:
Empty climb rate:
Overall length:
Wing span:
Weight:
Engine :

Sydney to Sydney
Approx six months
Approx 16,000 kilometres
Approx 300 hours
Airborne Buzzard Trike with an Arrow II wing
50 kmh
130 kmh
80 kmh
1,800 ft per min
3 mtrs
10 mtrs
148 kg unladen
Rotax 532, 62 hp, 2 stroke, twin engine

The Pilot
Neil Hardiman , 25, has been flying for five years. In 1987 he was the British
Universities Hang Gliding Champion and third place-getter in the Scottish
Open. In his spare time, Neil works as a hang gliding instructor.

He was the flight co-ordinator for the Dalgety Flyer's eventful Britain to
Australia Bicentennial flight. Planning Brian Milton's epic flight provided
the inspiration for the journey Neil has undertaken .
Prior to working with the Dalgety Flyer, Neil completed a Masters Degree
in Engineering .
For further information, please contact:
Ron Hicks (02) 489 3903 (B); Susan Napier (02) 929 8738 (AH); Chris
Brandon (Airborne Windsports) (049) 439599, FAX (049) 439626.
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Oll EAGLE EYES
flight glasses -

• UV and blue filtered for
protection and enhanced
vision in the air
• CR 39 scratch resistant lenses
• Safety frames
• For ALL PILOTS

$96.00

• As worn by our World Champ and the Aust. Team.
• Wrap-around, plain or fashion-style nylon 'Aviator' frames

BORGELT VARIO
with "Speed Command" plus.
The Worlds most advanced hang glider vario designed by Mike Borgelt
with latest sailplane electronic technology and made in Australia.

$1,050

• Air Speed
• Total energy Variometer
• Altimeter
• Netto Variometer
• 30 sec. Averager
• 12 v Gel battery with separate car
recharger and back-up batteries
• Base bar or upright clamps

ORDER FROM:
TOW GEAR

Denis ·Cummings
"Phoenix Park" Dights Crossing
Singleton 2330
Ph. 065 724747

BATTERY CHARGERS

• Electronic Tow Meters $162
• Bridles -$33.00
• Weak link -$8.00
• 5mm Tow Rope (250m) $35 (let me

Charges from car socket
• Ni-cads - $45.00
• Gell Cells - $55.00
know size)

or after 25th Sept:
138, Lighthouse Rd,
Byron Bay 2481
Ph (066) 856 287

SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS

THERMAL
SNOOPER

PRESENTS

THE SKYTECH FLIGHTDECK

"Every time it beeped I
found a thermal."
Rick Masters, Owens
Valley

Indicates nearby thermals which otherwise would be passed
without notice.
Sounds increasing beeps during approach and "boops"
prevent thermal exit.
Tuned to workable thermals - little response to thermal puffs.
Helps identify unworkable gusts for what they are.
Clues you to the presence and orientation of horizontal shears
Indicates the phases of a passing thermal for safer launches.
Weighs 5 oz with battery and clamp.
Self-contained, rugged and weatherproof.
Has removeable clamp for 1-1/8" diameter tube.
For more details contact:
MARK FISHER
PO Box 820
LISMORE NSW 2480
Phone (066) 243111 or FAX (066) 21 8987
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FEATURES;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DIGITAL ALTIMETER, 10 FEET INCREMENTS TO 20 ,000 FEET
OURL RANGE AUDIO UARIO (800 FPM AND 1600 FPM )
DIGITAL AIRSPEED INDICATOR IN M.P .H
AIR TEMPERATURE DISPLAY
INTERNAL NICAO BAnERY WITH LOW BAnERY UOLTAGE INOICRTOR
12U CRR CHARGER AND 240U MAINS CHARGER INClUDED
YOUA CHOICE OF LEFT OR RIGHT HAND UPRIGHT MOUNT ( ROUND
OR AIRFOIL TUBING) OR SPEEOBRR MOUNT
STREAMLINED CUSTOM DESIGNED INSTAUMENT CASE
DIRECT FACTOAY SEAUICE BACKUP READILY AUAILABLE
12 MONTH UNLIMITED CROSS COUNTAY KM WARRANTY
MADE IN AUSTRALIA

PRICE; $785.00
CONTACT;
IAN REES AT SKYTECH INSTRUMENTS
54 ROYENA ROAD
MOORABBIN VIC.
PH. (03) 555 4810
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I'VE GOT EVERYTHING I NEED; ALMOST
by Peter Davies
It was 6.00am Saturday morning. The blast of
3RRR sent me hurtling ou! ofbed. I stood up. my
head and stomach spinning with dazed anticipation. Was I going hang gliding or did I have
diarrhoea? Either say the pressure was on and
there was not time to lose .
I zapped through the shower like it was a car
wash in overdrive. (hold the hot wax). got
dressed and proceeded to stuff my bags with
goodies.
Our dog Jessie knew fun was at hand as she had
already packed her bag and was waiting by the
back door .
I went to the bedroom armed with a crowbar to
prise Carol out ofher coma. Gently shaking her
by the shoulders I calmly screamed "the house
is onjire. run for your life!" I can't remember
her reply but when I came too. the phone was
ringing and she was in the shower. On the
phone was Warwick whom we were picking up
on our way through . He was in afulVlY moodfor
all he said was "where the hell are you Davies"
and "you promised never to do this to me
again!" With those encouraging comments. I
went to have breakfast.
By now Carol was out of the shower and trying
to decide whatto wear. Shewasjiring questions
at me like; is it going to be hot? (Yes please!)
Have you got my suitcase down? (No!) Areyou
going to make me breakfast? (Anything for
more speed) Have you packed the dog' s things?
(No!) Have you packed the car? (Not yet!) Well
you' dbetter geta wriggle on then! (Thank you!)
So it was out to pack the car. Glider. check;
harness complete with everything. check; hang
gliding bag full of everything else. check; bag
full ofpersonal effects. check; Carol's suitcase
with a change of clothes ifit' s cool. ifit' s hot. if
it rains. ifwegoout. ifwegoscubadiving etc ....•
check.
Finally we are ready. I start the car only to
realise that some idiot left it on empty. Warwick
will be very impressed by the time we pick him
up!
How often have YOU played out this type of
scenario on a hang gliding morning? For the
first hour of the journey you worry about all the
things you might have left behind Only after
this time you can either relax in the know ledge
that you have everything you need, or you can
borrow from someone who is much more organised than you. One way or another you end up
having everything you need, or do you?

From a safety point of view, I would bet that
EVERY pilot in Australia hasn't got anywhere
near what they really need!
For instance, ask yourself some simple questions:
*Is my St. John's first aid course still current
(or have I even done one?)
*Do I have a serviceable first aid kit?
*What is the phone number of the ambulance nearest to the sites I fly?
*Where is the nearest phone I can ring an
ambulance from?
*Where is the nearest hospital that I can take
my injured friend to?
*What is the emergency radio channel and
repeater procedure?
*How do I get in contact with the State Emergency Service?
*Does my driver know the answers to any of
these questions?
Imagine your best friend lying in a paddock with
a broken hip. If you can't answer the above
questions satisfactorily then you have failed
him at a time when he needs you most!
It requires minimal effort to collect this type of
infonnation and fix it to the sun visor of your
car, (the best place by far). The time it saves in
having this available when you need itis invaluable.
Since injuries only occur when you hit the
ground, take offs and landings are the most
dangerous times of a flight. With take offs there
should always be someone else there, usually
another pilot, who can swing into action if
needed. Landings are a different matter altogether.
Quite often you will be landing in a totally
unknown own place with only your driver or
other pilots knowing where you are. If nobody
knows where you are about to land then you are
taking the enonnous risk of possible crashing
and not being found before it's too late!
If you are flying with your friends and you don't
have a driver then tell another pilot WHERE
you are going to land. Also. once you have
landed. tell him that you got down alright. If you
are flying and someone tells you they are going
to land, make sure YOU tell them to radio you
back once they are down. If you don' t hear back
from them and they don't answer your calls,
assume the worst and GO DOWN to investigate.
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Some people are blessed with a driver and
therefore they should treat them with great respect! This means mainly to help them to do
their job as efficiently as possible. Remember
that you are working as a team and you are
relying on your driver for a pick up so here are
a few ideas on how to treat your driver well
enough so that they may drive for you again
sometime.
*Your driver should be off the mountain BEFO RE you take off otherwise they may be left
at least half an hour behind and when flying
cross country this sort of time is almost impossible to make up.
*Keep your directional communications accurate and to a set format i.e. tell your driver
how high you are, where you are, and where you
are headed.
*You both should use the same map and refer
to your position by quoting obvious landmarks like towns, named ridges and valleys,
railway lines, high tension powerlines, roads,
lakes, rivers etc.
*Try to keep your driver AHEAD of you and
as you catch up, get them to move on. This
way there is no pressure to drive like a maniac
to keep us.
*Tell your driver to feel free to ask you how
you are going or where you are if they want
to know. Remember when flying flat out in a
compo you may neglect your driver and leave
them behind so it is up to them to press you for
infonnation.
*The most critical message you will radio is
the final one before you land. If the two of you
have done your jobs well, your driver will be
waiting for you as you come in on final. Either
way, you should tell your driver accurately
where you are going to land i.e. "Carol do you
copy Peter? (Yes) "I am going to land 5 K' s past
Boort near Yando" (OK Peter) By always
giving two references you double your chances
of a quick and easy pick up.
*Never say things like "I am going to land 8
K's out of Elmore next to a shed with a red
roof, you can't miss It" because they will!
*Always give your driver plenty of money for
fuel and food, a big container of water and an
even bigger container of stubbies and they
will look after you well!
So give yourself something to do this winter and
get your emergency stuff together. immediately, for you yourself may be unfortunate
enough to need it some day.
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THE INVENTIVENESS OF A
LONG DISTANCE HANG GLIDER PILOT

by Bruce Mear

THE THERMAL MARKER
Have you ever been thermalling, climbing
higher and higher, only to lose the thermal?
You search but you lose valuable height.
Sometimes never rmding it again. Maybe you
came out near the top, or the bottom, or you
flew further downwind or upwind of it?
Have you every been thermalling only to
notice all the rubbish in the thermal as well?
Grass, leaves, paper bags, BBQ smells - the
odd wedge tail etc. When you see a wedge
tail going up, you fly over to it and you're up,
up and away too.
It was the effect of these two factors that
made me think whilst up over Rylstone
(NSW) last summer, of a method to make a
core once you have found it.

to land, it's always nice to know that you
have your own soft supply and not have to
rely on gum leaves.
Last year I tried to start a Blackheath Survey
to find out what the weather map should look
like when Blackheath is booming. The
response - zilch.
Remember, if you had a good day there, ring
(047) 353939 and I will cut out the map for
that day from the paper, collate all of them
over a time and give the findings back to
YOU through Skysailor. So please, during
the next few months, can I have some data. I
have my own but it's not enough. The more I
get, the better the overall picture will be, so
ring!

Firstly, I tried taking up a pocket full of tom
up newspaper pieces to release. Once I was
in the core of the thermal, I threw the load
out. For a while it worked. I could see the
pieces, I kept with them and the altimeter
turned over. But diffusion of the pieces all
over the sky and their small size, caused me
to lose all trace of them and the thermal.
Next came the toilet paper thermal marker. I
had the roll on the control bar, all was ready
to be towed up - GO, GO, GO!! It's amazing
how fast a roll can unravel when it's not taped
up. So I landed, picked up the paper draped
across the strip and tried again. This time
with success.

I1.
d

My first thermal was marked with a 5 m
length. It was easy to see and I kept with it.
Trying with vario on and off! kept ascending.
A few times I flew out of the thermal, saw the
paper and very quickly found the core again.
Off to the next thermal, find the core, release
paper and follow it up and up.

THE ULTIMATE WIND
SOCK
A cheap but effective wind sock can be made
using thin supermarket grocery bags. The
ones they give you at the checkout. If you cut
out the bottom and handles of 3 bags and only
the bottom out of the fourth, then stick the
four bags together with sticky tape or heat
sealed with an iron, a large long sock forms.
Leave the handle on the air exit end of the
sock, this helps keep the sock inflated, even in
very light winds. The entry end can be taped
to an opened out coat hanger and the hook
part hammered out straight and placed into a
piece of dowel or aluminium tube.
If you make the last two bags a different
colour then it is very easy to see from the air
the wind direction. This is especially
necessary at inland tow strips when landing
back at the tow paddock, as thermals can
"suck" the air in from any direction. I have
found small wind socks of one colour almost
useless to see from the air - until your fmal
committed approach - often then it is too late.
TIllS sock is cheap, easily made, easily seen
and it works.

Hot air "trolley" "wiz bin" "otto" garbage bags
are great to kill time, amuse the kids and your
mates. The best bags to use are the "No Frills"
trolley bin garbage bags from Franklins; they're
cheap, very light and work well. A pack of 4
costs around $1. Next you need some thin
copper wire, to go around the opening of the bag
and tape it on with sticky tape. Hold the bag
upside down over 3 pieces of newspaper. Ignite
the paper and the hot air quickly fills the bag. Be
careful as the flames can melt the bag. Fill the
bag and when the fire starts to die, let the bag go.
It helps to have helpers here! It should stay aloft
for 3-5 minutes. One of my bags caught a
thermal from Emu Plains and I lost sight of it as
a black speck over the R.A.A.F. base at
Glenbrook. If the bag does not go up, your wire
is too heavy. If the bag topples over - wire too
light. It works best on nil to light wind days and
believe it or not there is skill involved.

By the way, toilet paper is biodegradable and
after a few weeks in a paddock with rain, sun,
cows etc it should decompose - not to leave
any trace.
Has anyone else tried this method? It would
be interesting to know. Has a similar thing
worked for you? Give it a go yourself. I have
tried it out once again since then, at Blackheath in late July. Again, it worked well, but
I would be interested to know more from
others. Also, if you get taken short and have
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Bruce Bareham in paraglider sharing the air
with a Mission - photo from Bruee
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PRE - FLIGHT YOUR GLIDER
PROPERLY

Moyes Backpack harness, ex
cond, suitable 5'3" pilot $130. Ph
Judy (049) 671853
Moyes GTS (Int) White surfcote
LE, VB, good tight sail, ideal first
high perf. glider for budget
conscious. Flies extremely well
$850
Cocoon Harness, suitable 6'
pilot, ex cond, $100. Ph David
(049) 671853

VIC
NSW
Parachute. American design,
two years old, perfect condition.
Selling because it is a fraction
large for container on new
European harness, suits any pod
or cocoon harness. $300. Ph
Enterprise Wings (042) 942052
and ask for Bryan.
FOIL 160B Racer (Int) Mylar LE
and TE, airfoil uprights and
Airwave fittings , 9 months old
$2550 ono . Call Jenny Ganderton on (02) 488 9588
GTR 162 (Int) Ex. Condition.
$1800. Bob Moulston (02) 629
3332
GTR 162 (Int) Red UE and U/S,
white main , airfoiled kingpost,
speed bar, spare uprights , no flutter, low hours , very good condo
$18000no . Ph Peter (049) 293607
FOIL 150B RACER (Int) with
Kevlar TIE , longer LE sleeves, fully
airfoiled, speed wires, crimson
mylar LE,fluoro yellow U/S. $2850.
Outclimbs and outhandles everything . Low hrs, exc. condo Ring for
a test fly . (02) 5608773
DART HARNESS Demo model.
Suit 5'2" - 5'6". Like new $390. Ph
Phil (02) 5608773.
155 SABRE (Int) Near new condo
$1000 Backpack COCOON harness and helmet $150
Summer stirrup harness , never
used $50
Barigo ALTIMETER , 0 - 10,000'
$100 . Ph Harry (042) 967796
GTR 162 (Int) Dayglo pink LE
(surfcoat), lime green U/S, white
TIS, good cond, nice tight sail
$2001 ono Contact Peter Wilson
(049) 634299 or (049) 453472
FOIL 160 Racer (Int) Fluoro
orange, orange and light blue, all
extras, good cond, $2500 ono .
Ph Dermot (02) 560 8773

Gyro 160 II (Nov) Red LE and UI
S, white main, ex cond, $1300.
Ph Phil (02) 560 8773
MAGIC Full Race 166 (Int) Red
mylar LE, gold U/S, white
mainsail , good cond, $2500 ono.
Ph Phil Flentje (042) 942218
FOIL 160B Racer (Int - Adv)
Pink and grey, extra stiff leading
edges, would prefer that it goes
to a competition pilot. $3000. Ph
Tony (042) 942584
GTR 175 (Int) Good cond, must
sell, red LE, blue U/S with white
mainsail, $1350 ono Ph Colin
(02) 488 8666 or (02) 360 1730
Airborne Trike, 440 Robin
motor, 210 Moyes wing , 2 seater
dual throttle , brakes, rego, trailer,
spares etc. 57 mph + speed,
$3600 - want to update. Ph
Wayne (049) 292175

FOIL 160B (Int) Airfoil k/post,
surfcote LE $2000 ono. Ph Dave
McLean (03) 783 6086

WA
GTR 148 (Int) 2 years old, perfect
condition , $1950 ono. Ph Danny
(09) 387 3605
GTR 162 (Int) Very good cond,
never been crashed, has original
uprights, blue LE, white U/S, blue
and pink TIS, $1850. Ph Rob
(09) 354 2739
WANTED 2nd hand parachute,
must be in good condo Contact
Graeme (09) 445 3703
Pod Harness Good cond, $199.
Ph Rob (09) 354 2739

GYRO 2160 (Nov) Sky blue and
white, ex cond, no flutter, tight
sail, only 19 hours airtime, $1400
ono. Ph Brett (02) 734060
GTR 162 (Int) Yellow LE, two
tone green US, good tight sail
with no rips, tears or flutter, ex
value $1450 ono.
WANTED Litek vario with broken
meter or old one that works. Ph
Ian (066) 847328 and leave message or write to Wayne Potocky
PO Box 230, Nimbin NSW 2480

QlD
GTR Race 162 (Int) Low hours,
grey LE, light blue and dark blue
U/S, $2600
Moyes pod (large size), silver
with green stripes, used twice,
$4000no
Moyes World Beater 162 (brand
new) White top surf. in powerweave ( panels B & C), ultraweave (panel D) and kevlar
TE , plus Mylar LE. LE silver
mylar, US black with pink arrow,
black and white check keel
pocket. This glider includes all
possible options and is priced for
a quick sale at $3,750
Secondhand Pod , dark blue
$450. Ph Jack, Phoenix School
of Hang Gliding, Rainbow Beach
(071) 863166

SA
MARS 150 (Nov) in good cond,
blue with rainbow, has easy
rigging system, new glider bag ,
female owner. $1250. Ph Claire
(088) 273266
NZ BODY BAG , red, one year
old, tow loops, well kept $290.
Ph Birgit Svens (08) 271 4172

STOLEN GLIDERS
Moyes GT 170
White surfcote leading edge
Light blue Undersurface
Speed bar
Owner - Michael Pearce, Sydney
or contact Chris Boyce (042) 942545

GTR 162 (Int) Very good
condition, $1200. Ph Tim (066)
86 3883 BH or (066) 29 5072
MARS 190 (Nov) Red LE and
white sail, good cond, no tears with Moyes cocoon harness and
batten profile $1300 ono Ph
(068) 842975

Stolen from under Motel in Newcastle
Orange and white Mars
in a blue bag with a pink flag
Phone (049) 325102

SABRE 155 (Int) Ideal first high
perf. glider. Suit light pilot or
lady. Presently being flown by
8.5 st lady pilot. Ex cond, VB,
Frame inspection by Airborne if
required, $1100 ono.

if you have any information on these gliders contact the
above or phone HGFA
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The F6ght of the Champions!
Mt. Fuji reluctantly let four champions - Bill Moyes,
legendary holder of 5 World Records, Ricky Duncan,
Current World Champion, Danny Scott, former Australian
Champion, and Eiichi Tanaka, Japanese Champion jump from its brooding summit into a developing storm.
The four renowned pilots were flying GT.R. World
Championship gliders, which handled the difficult

Moyes California 22021 COvello St..
California 91303 .
Tel: (818) 887 3361 Fax (818) 702 0612

conditions in their stride, skirting around the threatening
cumulus with apparent ease and grace.
This successful conquest of Mt. Fuji is just another
chapter in the incredible history of the G.T.R. World
Championship Glider!
If you want to soar over Mt. Fuji or just win a few
competitions, contact . ..

The World Championship GHder.

Moyes Delta Gliders P/L .. 173 Bronte Rd.
Waverley 2024 N.S.W Australia
Tel: (02) 3875 114 FAX: (02) 387 4472

